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IvySkin Unveils Cutting-Edge iPad 3 and MacBook Crackeld Cases
Published on 02/09/12
IvySkin today introduces their new innovative MacBook and iPad 3 sleeves. Crafted from
high-quality and on-trend materials, Crackled's innovative laptop and iPad 3 sleeve
designs protect iPad 3 and MacBook Pro devices at all times without sacrificing style.
Modeled after a classic saddle bag but with all the fine details of a quality leather
case, this supple crackled leather is gathered into softly pleated waves is accented with
ultra plush interior and delicate hardware.
S. Hackensack, New Jersey - IvySkin(R), an award-winning manufacturer of accessories for
mobile devices, audio, power and laptop accessories, today introduces innovative MacBook
and iPad 3 sleeves. Crafted from high-quality and on-trend materials, Crackled's
innovative laptop and iPad 3 sleeve designs protect iPad 3 and MacBook Pro devices at all
times without sacrificing style.
Supple Crackled leather gathered into softly pleated waves is accented with ultra plush
interior and delicate hardware. This case is designed for the new iPad 3 and MacBook Pro
Modeled after a classic saddle bag but with all the fine details of a quality leather
case. Beautifully hand crafted in Crackled leather style, with ultra plush interior to
protect and safe keep the iPad in case of a drop. Hand made in our gently distressed
crackled leather like tanned exclusively for IvySkin. Each case is carefully antiqued and
made to fit the new iPad.
Crackled Sleeve: Blending fashion and function, IvySkin's iPad 3 and Macbook Sleeve brings
a new look to the iPad 3 collection. Comprised of high-quality Crackled Leather mixed with
a super plush shock absorbent inner layer, the Crackled case defends against water and
scratches.
The complete Crackled Collection by IvySkin is available immediately and a selection of
the collection will be available at select premium outlets in the coming weeks. For
additional information on this, and other IvySkin products, please contact IvySkin PR or
at (201) 266-5555. Follow us on Twitter for live social updates.
We are proud to be an all American company that design and manufacture bold, new
accessories to protect, personalize, improve performance and enhance the Apple experience.
We love what we produce and we hope you'll love our products as well. Stay tuned for more
surprises from us in the near future. For inquiries, feel free to write us anytime.
IvySkin:
http://www.ivyskin.com
Crackled Case:
http://www.ivyskin.com/crackled-case-for-ipad2.html
Screenshot:
http://www.ivyskin.com/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/670x540/9df78eab33525d08d6e5
fb8d27136e95/c/r/crp-4_1.png

Founded in 2005, IvySkin is an industry endorsed, multi award-winning accessories design
house for handheld devices like the iPhone, iPad, and macbooks. From CNBC to Engadget,
MacWorld Magazine to PC Magazine, our accessories have been recognized and awarded. We
are
the leading provider of innovative Touch-Thru(TM) accessories and manufacturer of the
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famous Xylo(TM), Quattro(TM) as well as the world's first SmartCase(TM). We have one clear
mission in this saturated market and that is to be different; different in bringing
together cutting edge, fresh designs into Apple's world. We are proud to be an American
company that designs, manufactures and delivers useful and fun solutions for digital
entertainment and personal computing. SmartCase(TM), Quattro(TM), Touch-Thru(TM) are
registered trademark of IvySkin USA. SmartCase(TM) is US patented product.
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